NUNCHUK® Kicks Off PGA Tour Fall Series with Three Top-Five
Finishes in Las Vegas
T3 and Two T5 Finishes at Justin Timberlake Shriners Hospitals for Children
Open Continue NUNCHUK® Precision Shaft’s Impressive First Year on PGA Tour
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The NUNCHUK® Precision Shaft kicked off the PGA Tour’s Fall Series with three
more Top-5 finishes at the Justin Timberlake Shriners Hospitals for Children
Open. For 2011, the NUNCHUK® has now carded 12 Top 5 finishes on the PGA
Tour, including wins at the Bob Hope Classic and The Heritage.
One of the players that finished tied for 3rd place and two of the players that
tied for 5th place had NUNCHUKs® in their bags. Overall, eight players put
NUNCHUKs® in play during the tournament, with a total of 11 NUNCHUK® shafts
in play.
“PGA Tour players continue to see positive results when they’ve got a
NUNCHUK® shaft in play,” said Arnie Cunningham, the NUNCHUK® PGA Tour
rep. “With three players finishing in the Top 5, NUNCHUK® was one of the big
winners in Vegas last weekend.”
“NUNCHUK® shafts are helping professional golfers on the PGA Tour,
Champions Tour and the Nationwide Tour to score big wins and strong
finishes,” said Mike McCall, CEO of nVentix® Golf. “At the same time, the
NUNCHUK’s® patent-pending design also helps golfers of all abilities around
the world bring a new level of consistency and fun back to their golf game.”
The revolutionary technology in the NUNCHUK’s® design allows the exact same
shaft to be used by professionals and amateurs, men and women, juniors and
seniors in their drivers, fairway woods and hybrids. “When you’ve got a
NUNCHUK® in your bag, you’re playing what the pros play,” McCall added.
The NUNCHUK’s® unique Tri-Zonal StabilityTM technology enables golfers of all
abilities to more consistently deliver LONG & ACCURATE driver, fairway wood
and hybrid shots. Golfers of all ages and swing speeds who play the
NUNCHUK® will see their shot dispersion narrow AND their spin rate reduced thus increasing both accuracy and distance.
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Nunchuk shafts by @nVentix recorded T3 and two T5 finishes at Justin
Timberlake Shriners Hospitals for Children Open in Las Vegas.
Twitter Tweets
#Nunchuk shafts by @nVentix card T3 and two T5 finishes @JTShrinersOpen.
About nVentix® Golf
nVentix® Golf is a private company based in Dallas, Texas. For more
information on nVentix® Golf and the NUNCHUK® Precision Golf Shaft, visit their
Web site at www.nventix.com. The nVentix® website contains a list of dealers
and PGA professionals golfers can visit to test drive the NUNCHUK® Precision
Golf Shaft. You can also follow what’s new on Facebook.com - nVentix Golf Nunchuk Precision Golf Shaft - and on Twitter - @nVentix.
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